Enlistment, as distinct from recruitment \[1\], is the voluntary incorporation of individuals into an armed force or group. Although the two terms may sometimes be used interchangeably (see Art. 4 (3) (c) Additional Protocol II and Art. 38 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child \[2\]), the International Criminal Court \[3\] ruled in the Lubanga case that these are two separate notions.

An Occupying Power must not enlist children on the occupied territory (GC IV, Art. 50 \[4\]). This provision is understood to relate only to children below the age of 15 years.

The enlistment of other protected persons \[5\] on the occupied territory is not prohibited, although no pressure, propaganda or any type of coercion may be employed to secure voluntary enlistment (GC IV, Art. 51 \[6\]).

For the IHL prohibition concerning enlisting children \[7\] to participate in hostilities: see child soldiers \[8\].
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